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Levodopa is the first-line treatment for Parkinson’s disease, although the precise mechanisms mediating its efficacy remain elusive.

We aimed to elucidate treatment effects of levodopa on brain activity during the execution of fine movements and to compare

them with deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nuclei. We studied 32 patients with Parkinson’s disease using functional MRI

during the execution of finger-tapping task, alternating epochs of movement and rest. The task was performed after withdrawal

and administration of a single levodopa dose. A subgroup of patients (n¼ 18) repeated the experiment after electrode implantation

with stimulator on and off. Investigating levodopa treatment, we found a significant interaction between both factors of treatment

state (off, on) and experimental task (finger tapping, rest) in bilateral putamen, but not in other motor regions. Specifically, during

the off state of levodopa medication, activity in the putamen at rest was higher than during tapping. This represents an aberrant

activity pattern probably indicating the derangement of basal ganglia network activity due to the lack of dopaminergic input.

Levodopa medication reverted this pattern, so that putaminal activity during finger tapping was higher than during rest, as previ-

ously described in healthy controls. Within-group comparison with deep brain stimulation underlines the specificity of our findings

with levodopa treatment. Indeed, a significant interaction was observed between treatment approach (levodopa, deep brain stimula-

tion) and treatment state (off, on) in bilateral putamen. Our functional MRI study compared for the first time the differential effects

of levodopa treatment and deep brain stimulation on brain motor activity. We showed modulatory effects of levodopa on brain ac-

tivity of the putamen during finger movement execution, which were not observed with deep brain stimulation.
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Abbreviations: CDT ¼ cluster-defining threshold; DBS ¼ deep brain stimulation; DBS-OFF ¼ deep brain stimulation, off state;

DBS-ON ¼ deep brain stimulation, on state; FIR ¼ finite impulse response; fMRI ¼ functional MRI; FWE ¼ family-wise error;

HRF ¼ hemodynamic response function; LEFT ¼ left hand finger tapping; LDOPA ¼ levodopa; LDOPA-OFF ¼ levodopa, medica-

tion off state; LDOPA-ON ¼ levodopa, medication on state; OFF ¼ treatment off state; ON ¼ treatment on state; REST ¼ resting,

experimental condition; RIGHT ¼ right hand finger tapping; STN ¼ subthalamic nucleus; TAP ¼ finger tapping, experimental

condition; TIME ¼ time factor; UPDRS ¼ Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale

Introduction
Parkinson’s disease is a frequent neurodegenerative dis-

ease characterized by progressive and relentless loss of

motor functions (Fahn, 2006; Poewe et al., 2017).

Cardinal motor symptoms with diagnostic validity for

Parkinson’s disease are bradykinesia combined with rigid-

ity and/or tremor at rest (Postuma et al., 2015). These

symptoms are often accompanied by the loss of postural

reflexes, forward bended posture and freezing and also

by non-motor manifestations, such as sleep disturbances,

constipation, mild cognitive impairment and hallucina-

tions (Fahn et al., 2011). The symptomatology is burden-

some for patients and limits everyday activities. No

therapeutic option is currently available to stop or revert

the neurodegenerative process, but symptomatic treat-

ments are effective and widely used. The most common

pharmacological treatments for Parkinson’s disease target

the dopaminergic system, exploiting either levodopa

(LDOPA), a precursor of dopamine in the brain, or

dopamine agonists (Connolly and Lang, 2014). Indeed, a

marked loss of dopaminergic nigro-striatal neurons is the

most evident brain abnormality in Parkinson’s disease,

and the pharmacological restoration of dopamine

transmission leads to considerable symptom attenuation

(Poewe et al., 2017). Therefore, LDOPA and dopamine

agonists represent the foundation of Parkinson’s disease

therapy for decades and are the first-choice interventions

in early disease stages. Although LDOPA treatment was

already introduced in 1961, its precise mechanisms of ac-

tion in the brain were largely unknown (Hornykiewicz,

2010). Several studies tried to clarify how LDOPA modu-

lates brain functions. In the last two decades, functional

MRI (fMRI) studies have investigated the brain activity

in patients during the execution of simple movements

while unmedicated [levodopa, medication off state

(LDOPA-OFF)] and/or after taking the medication [levo-

dopa, medication on state (LDOPA-ON)] (Haslinger

et al., 2001; Rowe et al., 2008; Kraft et al., 2009;

Maillet et al., 2012; Herz et al., 2014; Michely et al.,

2015). Herz et al. (2014) performed a meta-analysis

showing that, during movements, Parkinson’s disease

patients in the LDOPA-OFF state compared with controls

presented a reduced activity in the posterior putamen and

a mixed pattern of increased and decreased functional

activations in cortical regions, encompassing supplemen-

tary and primary motor areas and inferior and superior

parietal lobes. Of note, dopaminergic medication
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attenuated the deficits in the posterior putamen and

reduced the hyperactivation of the primary motor cortex.

However, studies included in the meta-analysis presented

heterogeneous movement paradigms and experimental

protocols, thus limiting the generalizability of the find-

ings. Previous results (Holiga et al., 2012; Holiga et al.,

2013) indicated that LDOPA increases putamen activa-

tion during finger tapping and underlined the importance

to control for motor performance and the severity of clin-

ical symptoms for improved sensitivity of fMRI. To date,

a clear and extensive evaluation of the effects of LDOPA

on brain functions during movement execution is still

lacking.

Although LDOPA leads to excellent clinical improve-

ments during the first years of treatment, it is also associ-

ated with the emergence of severe side effects, affecting

both motor and cognitive/behavioural domains and its ef-

ficacy degrades after years of treatment (Fahn, 1989;

Obeso et al., 2000). Deep brain stimulation (DBS) was

introduced as an additional treatment option for

Parkinson’s disease, especially when the pharmacological

therapy is less beneficial and its side effects are intoler-

able (Moro and Lang, 2006; Bronstein et al., 2011). DBS

is based on the electrical stimulation of deep brain nuclei

with high frequencies, typically focused on either the

globus pallidus internus or the subthalamic nucleus

(STN) in Parkinson’s disease (Benabid et al., 2009;

Bronstein et al., 2011). Indeed, Parkinson’s disease indu-

ces brain abnormalities in the firing patterns of the basal

ganglia, in particular generating hyperactivity of the

globus pallidus internus and the STN that in turn lead to

the suppression of thalamo-cortical activity (Galvan et al.,
2015). The specific mechanisms of DBS are not complete-

ly understood and likely comprehend a variety of mecha-

nisms related to the stimulation (e.g. desynchronization of

aberrant oscillations, inhibition of abnormal firing) and

not only to the lesion effect (Benabid et al., 2009). It is

thus expected that the therapeutic effects of LDOPA and

DBS should be mediated by different mechanisms.

Previous studies investigated differential effects of DBS

and LDOPA on movement performance (Rocchi et al.,

2002; Vingerhoets et al., 2002; Timmermann et al.,
2008; Bäumer et al., 2009) but did not focus on the

modulation of brain activations during movement

execution.

In this study, we aim to characterize the modulatory ef-

fect of LDOPA on brain activations during movement

execution. To this aim, we collected fMRI data from 32

patients with Parkinson’s disease in both LDOPA-OFF

and LDOPA-ON states employing a sequential finger-tap-

ping task. Sequential finger–thumb opposition is a useful

diagnostic tool to assess motor impairment in Parkinson’s

disease, and specifically bradykinesia. It is included in the

unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)-III and

has been shown to be more sensitive compared with

gross movements (e.g. forearm pronation–supination) be-

cause it requires fine motor control (Agostino et al.,

1998; Agostino et al., 2003). We hypothesized that

LDOPA modulates basal ganglia activity during fine

movement execution and expected that fMRI investiga-

tions shed light on treatment-induced modulation of the

interplay between basal ganglia and cortical regions. The

basal ganglia have been shown to influence cortical activ-

ity via two mechanisms: (i) facilitation of motor activity

via the thalamo-cortical projections and (ii) inhibition of

competing motor patterns from unwanted movements

(Mink, 1996; Rubchinsky et al., 2003). To further test

the specificity of our results, a subgroup of patients, who

underwent DBS surgery, performed the same experimental

protocol for LDOPA-OFF and LDOPA-ON, and also

after DBS implantation with the electrodes switched on

[deep brain stimulation, on state (DBS-ON)] or off [deep

brain stimulation, off state (DBS-OFF)]. Comparing the

treatment effects between LDOPA and DBS provides a

rare perspective into treatment-related brain activity

changes.

Materials and methods

LDOPA cohort

Functional MRI was performed in 32 patients with

Parkinson’s disease (Hoehn–Yahr Stages II–III, 26 males,

age 56.1 6 7.7 years, mean 6 standard deviation; disease

duration 12.2 6 2.5 years, LDOPA treatment duration

9.0 6 3.0 years). The selection of relatively young patients

was based on the rationale that this group was planned

to undergo the DBS procedure. Clinical assessment and

MRI were performed in two sessions, without dopamin-

ergic medication and after acute LDOPA challenge:

LDOPA-OFF and LDOPA-ON. Four days before all

measurements, dopamine agonists were substituted by

equivalent doses of LDOPA (Tomlinson et al., 2010).

Other anti-Parkinson’s disease medications (selegiline,

amantadine, anticholinergics) were suspended. After an

overnight withdrawal of LDOPA (at least 12 h), clinical

and first fMRI data were obtained in the LDOPA-OFF

session. Clinical and second fMRI assessment with medi-

cation was performed in the LDOPA-ON session �1 h

after the administration of 250/50 mg of LDOPA/carbi-

dopa after the patient’s clinical improvement. Parkinson’s

disease symptoms were assessed with the UPDRS motor

score (Part III) in both sessions. All patients gave

informed written consent. All procedures conformed to

the Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol had been

approved by the Ethics Committee of the General

University Hospital in Prague.

LDOPA-DBS cohort

For a subgroup of 18 patients (Hoehn–Yahr Stages II–III,

15 males, age 54.6 6 7.1 years, disease duration

12.2 6 2.7 years, LDOPA treatment duration
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9.5 6 3.1 years), implantation of the DBS system was per-

formed separately in two surgeries following previously

described procedures (Jech et al., 2001). Within

15.5 6 12.5 days after the LDOPA-OFF and LDOPA-ON

sessions, the first DBS surgery was carried out in awake

state, during which the patient with attached Leksell

stereotactic frame and motor microdriver underwent elec-

trophysiology mapping of the subthalamic area with five

parallel microelectrodes. Then, the intraoperative stimula-

tion by macroelectrode was performed in a region with a

neuronal signal typical for STN to confirm clinical benefit

and to monitor potential adverse effects of DBS. The

macroelectrode was eventually replaced by the permanent

electrode (type 3389; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA)

connected to external leads.

Within 1–3 days after the first surgery, DBS-OFF and

DBS-ON with clinical assessment and fMRI were sched-

uled when the electrodes were externalized and connected

to an external stimulator working in bipolar mode (Dual

Screen 3628; Medtronic). Note that clinical assessment in

the DBS-ON session used bilateral STN DBS, while fMRI

was performed using unilateral STN DBS contralateral to

finger tapping. The DBS parameters were kept below

threshold for dyskinesias and above the threshold for ri-

gidity and akinesa in all patients (dyskinesias were not

observed with STN DBS during MRI). Since the thera-

peutic effect of STN DBS might last even after switching

off the neurostimulator, the DBS-OFF and DBS-ON con-

ditions were randomized across the group to avoid order

effects. Implantation of the internal pulse generator in the

subclavial region was done under general anaesthesia

1 day after fMRI.

MRI data acquisition

Functional MRI data were obtained in two sessions

(LDOPA-OFF and LDOPA-ON) for the LDOPA cohort

and in four sessions (LDOPA-OFF, LDOPA-ON, DBS-

OFF and DBS-ON) for the LDOPA-DBS subgroup. In

each session, the patients performed a simple tapping

task for each hand separately while lying supine with

both hands in a resting position, resulting in four and

eight data sets for the LDOPA and the LDOPA-DBS

cohorts, respectively. The finger tapping experiment con-

sisted of 25 consecutive movement and rest epochs [TAP

(finger tapping, experimental condition) and REST (rest-

ing, experimental condition)], each lasting 10 s, resulting

in a total session duration of 500 s. During rest epochs, a

visual ‘rest signal’ (centred static red fixation cross on a

black background) was presented on a projection screen,

whereas during movement epochs, 10 pacing ‘movement

cues’ (yellow square behind the fixation cross displayed

for 100 ms) were presented with a frequency of 1 Hz.

While viewing the ‘rest signal’, patients were instructed to

remain motionless. They had to perform a unilateral

index finger–thumb opposition whenever the ‘movement

signal’ appeared.

All data were acquired with a 1.5-T Siemens

Symphony scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a

gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition

time¼ 1000 ms, echo time¼ 54 ms, nominal in-plane reso-

lution 3 mm� 3 mm, 3 mm slice thickness, 1 mm inter-

slice gap). Ten oblique slices were acquired, oriented

along the central sulcus and covering the rolandic cortex,

basal ganglia and thalamus in a region between the an-

terior border of the caudate nuclei and the posterior bor-

der of the red nuclei. For image registration and further

morphological analysis, axial T1-weighted magnetization

prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (repetition time-

¼ 2140 ms, echo time¼ 3.93 ms, nominal in-plane reso-

lution 0.46 mm � 0.46 mm, 1.65 mm slice thickness)

and T2-weighted turbo spin echo (repetition time-

¼ 5520 ms, echo time¼ 86 ms, nominal in-plane reso-

lution 0.45 mm � 0.45 mm, 4 mm slice thickness) images

were acquired.

Data pre-processing and first-level
analysis

Functional MRI data were processed using SPM12

(Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL,

London, UK) and MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA). Standard pre-processing included re-

alignment, normalization to the Montreal Neurological

Institute space based on the unified segmentation ap-

proach (Ashburner and Friston, 2005) and spatial filter-

ing using a Gaussian kernel with 10-mm full width at

half maximum. The quality of pre-processing was careful-

ly assessed by visual inspection to exclude misalignment

and segmentation faults.

Each data set was further processed by least-squares

parameter estimation using the general linear model with

serially correlated observations (first-level analysis)

(Friston et al., 2002a, b). A high-pass filter was used for

baseline correction with a cut-off frequency of 1/96 Hz.

The design matrix was generated with the onsets of all

25 TAP and 25 REST blocks. Using the standard model

in SPM12, the stimulus function (generated from the

onsets) was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic re-

sponse function (HRF) (Friston et al., 1998) including its

first derivative resulting in two columns for each condi-

tion. Finally, parameter maps (beta images) were esti-

mated for both conditions and a contrast image was

generated by subtracting the beta images (TAP–REST).

To investigate dynamic changes during finger tapping

and rest in relationship to medication, another first-level

analysis was performed using a design matrix generated

with a finite impulse response (FIR) model for an entire

20-s cycle of TAP and REST. Thus, instead of 4 basis

functions in the model described above (2 conditions and

2 temporal derivatives), the FIR model was implemented

with 20 basis functions (i.e. 1 basis function for each

functional volume of the cycle). Parameter estimation was

performed for each individual data set resulting in 20
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parameter maps. Note that this FIR model did not in-

clude any assumption about the shape of the HRF.

Statistical analysis (second-level

analysis)

For all types of analyses described below, significant dif-

ferences were obtained with P< 0.05 using family-wise

error correction at the voxel level as well as a minimum

cluster size of 25 voxels. This combination of voxel-level

family-wise error correction plus a minimum cluster size

substantially reduces the appearance of false-positive clus-

ters (see voxel inference displayed in Figure 1 in Eklund

et al., 2016, right column). However, to reduce false-

negative findings, we additionally show all results using

an uncorrected voxel threshold of P< 0.001 in combin-

ation with family-wise error correction at the cluster level

at P< 0.05 in the Supplementary material. Note that this

‘cluster-defining threshold’ (CDT) procedure is prone to

produce false-positive findings and should be used care-

fully (see statistical parametric mapping results Figure 1

in Eklund et al., 2016, middle column, using a CDT of

P< 0.001).

Four types of second-level analyses were performed for

the LDOPA cohort:

• (1.1) The first analysis was performed with all TAP–

REST contrast images using a flexible factorial design

with factors LEFT/RIGHT (left hand finger tapping/

right hand finger tapping) and OFF/ON (LDOPA

state) for 32 patients with Parkinson’s disease (i.e.

32� 2� 2¼ 128 contrast images). The model was

implemented with both factors as main effects for

investigating both OFF/ON and LEFT/RIGHT

differences in a paired fashion. After parameter esti-

mation, contrast images and t-statistics were computed

for OFF/ON and LEFT/RIGHT differences.
• (1.2) Two additional group analyses were performed

using the individual beta images to find OFF/ON and

LEFT/RIGHT differences for the TAP and the REST

condition separately (identical design as above with

128 beta images for both TAP and REST). Contrast

images and t-statistics were computed for OFF/ON

and LEFT/RIGHT differences separately for the TAP

and the REST condition.
• (1.3) To investigate interactions between TAP/REST

and OFF/ON differences, a model was generated with

factors TAP/REST, LEFT/RIGHT and OFF/ON. The

design matrix was created implementing an interaction

of factors TAP/REST and OFF/ON (factor LEFT/

RIGHT as main effect; 32� 2� 2� 2¼ 256 beta

images). Two contrasts for testing both directions of

interaction between factors TAP/REST and OFF/ON

were computed and processed with t-statistics. An F-

contrast was computed to investigate the amount of

variance explained by both factors TAP/REST and

OFF/ON within the model.
• (1.4) In addition to the above analyses based on the

canonical HRF, another second-level analysis was

based on the beta images obtained with the FIR

model. Here, we generated a model with the factors

LEFT/RIGHT, OFF/ON and TIME (time factor, repre-

sented by the 20 basis functions for a full TAP-REST

cycle). Note that instead of two levels of each factor

in the other analyses, the factor TIME included 20

levels. The design matrix was created implementing an

interaction of factors TIME and OFF/ON (factor

LEFT/RIGHT as main effect; 32� 20� 2� 2¼ 2560

Figure 1 Brain activity increase with LDOPA treatment in the LDOPA cohort of 32 patients with Parkinson’s disease. Using

an experiment of consecutive blocks of finger tapping (TAP) and rest (REST), contrast images of TAP–RESTwere created for each participant.

With a pairwise comparison of these contrast images (between the ON and OFF sessions with and without LDOPA treatment, respectively), a

significant increase in the TAP–REST contrast was obtained after LDOPA treatment in the left and right putamen (P< 0.05 FWE corrected at the

voxel level, see Table 1 for details).
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beta images). Two contrasts for testing both directions

of interaction between the factors TIME and OFF/ON

were computed and further processed with t-statistics.

An F-contrast was computed to investigate the amount

of variance explained by both factors.

Five types of second-level analyses were additionally

performed for the LDOPA-DBS cohort:

• (2.1) The first analysis aimed at detecting activity dif-

ferences between OFF and ON states of both treat-

ment approaches using the TAP–REST contrast

images. The OFF–ON comparison for LDOPA treat-

ment was identical as in analysis (1.1) in the LDOPA

cohort. The same OFF–ON analysis was also per-

formed for the DBS-OFF and DBS-ON sessions (each

18� 2� 2¼ 72 contrast images). The model was

implemented with both factors OFF/ON and LEFT/

RIGHT to investigate differences in a paired fashion.

After parameter estimation, contrast images and t-sta-

tistics were computed for OFF/ON and LEFT/RIGHT

differences.
• (2.2) After investigating OFF–ON differences for

LDOPA and DBS separately, a three-factorial model

was generated with the factors LDOPA/DBS, OFF/ON

and LEFT/RIGHT (interaction between factors

LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON, factor LEFT/RIGHT

implemented as main effect; 18� 2� 2� 2¼ 144

TAP–REST contrast images). Two contrasts for testing

both interaction directions were computed and further

processed with t-statistics. An F-contrast was com-

puted to investigate the amount of variance explained

by both factors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON.
• (2.3) The third analysis aimed at detecting activity dif-

ferences upon the treatment change using all TAP–

REST contrast images in both ON states LDOPA-ON

and DBS-ON (two-factorial model with factors

LDOPA/DBS and LEFT/RIGHT; 18� 2� 2¼ 72 con-

trast images). Subsequently, the same analysis was

repeated to compare the TAP–REST contrast images

from the LDOPA-OFF and DBS-OFF sessions. Both

models were implemented with factors LDOPA/DBS

and LEFT/RIGHT as main effects, and contrast images

and t-statistics were computed for LDOPA/DBS and

LEFT/RIGHT differences. Note that the difference be-

tween both ON–ON and OFF–OFF effects can be

expressed by the same interaction analysis as in (2.2).
• (2.4) Further analyses included the beta images to in-

vestigate both conditions TAP and REST separately.

To study OFF–ON differences for LDOPA and DBS,

beta images of the TAP and the REST condition were

used in a flexible factorial model implementing an

interaction between factors OFF/ON and TAP/REST

(factor LEFT/RIGHT as main effect;

18� 2� 2� 2¼ 144 beta images). In addition to their

interaction, we studied the main effect of both factors

OFF/ON and TAP/REST and computed the F-con-

trasts to look at contrast estimates.

• (2.5) Finally, an analysis was performed including

beta images (TAP and REST) from all sessions

(LDOPA-OFF, LDOPA-ON, DBS-OFF, DBS-ON). A

flexible factorial model was created using factors

LDOPA/DBS, OFF/ON and TAP/REST as an inter-

action and LEFT/RIGHT as main effect

(18� 2� 2� 2� 2¼ 288 beta images). Potential inter-

action between factors OFF/ON and TAP/REST were

first tested separately for LDOPA treatment and DBS.

Thereafter, a statistical analysis was performed includ-

ing all three factors. In addition, we computed an F-

contrast containing all columns of the design matrix

associated with the three factors. This contrast was

used to plot contrast estimates within regions of

interest.

Visualization

Figures showing orthogonal brain slices were generated

using the Mango software v4.1 (Research Imaging

Institute, UTHSCSA) with the ‘Build Surface’ option and

the ‘Cut Plane’ feature. Finally, statistical parametric

maps were imported using the ‘Add Overlay’ function.

The bar plots for the contrast estimates were directly

obtained from SPM12 and plotted with MATLAB.

Data availability

Datasets analysed during the current study are available

on reasonable request. All data will be anonymized.

Functional MRI data will be available in a pre-processed

fashion in the neuroimaging informatics technology initia-

tive (NIfTI) format without any personal meta-data.

Results

LDOPA cohort

After the overnight withdrawal of dopaminergic treat-

ment, the patients showed moderate Parkinson’s disease

symptoms in the LDOPA-OFF session with a UPDRS-III

score of 33.0 6 8.5. One hour after the single dose of

250/50 mg of LDOPA/carbidopa, all 32 patients improved

in the LDOPA-ON session showing fewer Parkinson’s

disease symptoms resulting in a decreased UPDRS-III

score (11.2 6 5.3). A paired t-test showed a significant

decrease with P< 10�17. The analysis of the fMRI data

revealed significant results in the motor system, particu-

larly in the primary left and right motor cortex and in

the left and right putamen. Note that all results described

below were obtained with P< 0.05 using family-wise

error correction at the voxel level to prevent false-positive

findings (Eklund et al., 2016). However, all results were

re-checked using the more liberal CDT approach to re-

duce false-negative findings (see tables in the

Supplementary material). All reported non-significant

results remained non-significant with the CDT approach.
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• (1.1) The pairwise comparison of the TAP–REST con-

trast images between the LDOPA-OFF and LDOPA-

ON states (i.e. the OFF/ON factor in the general lin-

ear model) revealed a significant increase in the left

and right putamen (see O in Table 1; Supplementary

Table 1; Fig. 1). We did not find any significant OFF/

ON decrease in the TAP–REST contrast. As a verifica-

tion of the experimental design and plausibility of the

data analysis, we also performed a pairwise compari-

son of the TAP–REST contrast images between finger

tapping with the left and the right hand (i.e. the

LEFT/RIGHT factor in the general linear model). As

expected, we obtained significant LEFT–RIGHT and

RIGHT–LEFT differences in the contralateral primary

motor cortex, i.e. in the right and left primary motor

cortex, respectively.

Table 1 List of significant clusters of brain activity change with LDOPA treatment for the LDOPA cohort including

32 patients with Parkinson’s diseasea

Cluster level Voxel level x y z

pFWE kE pFWE T Z

O: TAP–REST: ON > OFF <0.001 590 <0.001 7.60 6.69 �26 �2 10

<0.001 543 <0.001 6.86 6.16 24 6 10

A: TAP: ON > OFF 0.016 25 0.016 4.42 4.20 �24 �2 10

0.172 3.60 3.48 24 4 12

B: REST: ON < OFF <0.001 644 <0.001 7.58 6.68 �26 �2 12

<0.001 476 <0.001 6.84 6.14 24 2 12

A–B 0.003 160 <0.001 5.73 5.52 �24 0 12

0.003 170 <0.001 5.30 5.14 24 4 12

aThe upper rows of the table show significant clusters of a pairwise comparison of the TAP–REST contrast images between the LDOPA-ON and LDOPA-OFF states using a flexible

factorial design (O, see also clusters in Fig. 1). Middle rows show LDOPA-OFF–ON differences for the TAP and the REST condition separately (A and B, respectively). During the

TAP condition, we obtained a significant brain activity increase with LDOPA treatment in the left putamen (A, below significance for the right putamen, see also A in Fig. 2). During

the REST condition, we found a reversed pattern of major brain activity decrease with LDOPA treatment (B, see also B in Fig. 2). The lower rows of the table show clusters of a sig-

nificant interaction between both factors OFF/ON and TAP/RESTwithin a flexible factorial design (A–B, see also A–B in Fig. 2). Height threshold P< 0.05 FWE corrected at the

voxel level.

Figure 2 Differential pattern of brain activity change with LDOPA treatment during finger tapping and rest within the

LDOPA cohort of 32 patients with Parkinson’s disease. Using an experimental design with consecutive blocks of finger tapping and rest in

both treatment states with (ON) and without (OFF) LDOPA medication, we observed a differential pattern of brain activity change in the

putamen. During phases of finger tapping (TAP), an increased brain activity was obtained with LDOPA medication (left column, A, colour coded

in red). In contrast, during resting periods (REST), putamen activity was decreased with LDOPA (middle column, B, colour coded in blue). A

significant interaction between both factors of experimental condition (TAP/REST) and LDOPA treatment (OFF/ON) was observed in the left

and right putamen (right column, A–B). All results were obtained with P< 0.05 with FWE correction at the voxel level (see Table 1 for details).
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• (1.2) The second analysis aimed at investigating

LDOPA-OFF/ON differences for the TAP and the

REST condition separately using the beta images. For

the TAP condition, we obtained a significant increase

in brain activity with LDOPA medication in the left

putamen (see A in Table 1 and A in Fig. 2; see also

Supplementary Table 1). (In the right putamen, we

observed an activity increase with an uncorrected

threshold of P< 0.001, see values in Table 1.) Using

the beta images from the REST condition, we

obtained an inverse pattern showing significant activity

decrease with LDOPA medication in both left and

right putamen (see B in Table 1 and B in Fig. 2). We

also looked at inverse contrasts for brain activity de-

crease with TAP and for brain activity increase with

REST; however, we did not find any significant

results. For both analyses with TAP and REST, we

also looked at the LEFT/RIGHT factor that was

included in both models looking at LEFT–RIGHT and

RIGHT–LEFT differences. With TAP, we obtained

similar results as described under (1.1); however,

when using the REST beta images, we obtained an in-

verse pattern showing LEFT–RIGHT and RIGHT–

LEFT differences in the ipsilateral primary motor cor-

tex, i.e. in the left and right primary motor cortex,

respectively.
• (1.3) The third analysis aimed at investigating the dif-

ferential results on LDOPA-induced brain activity

change with the TAP and the REST condition. Using

a full model including all beta files, we obtained a sig-

nificant interaction between the factors TAP/REST and

OFF/ON showing a differential pattern of putamen ac-

tivity change with LDOPA treatment in the TAP (in-

crease) and in the REST (decrease) condition (see A–B

in Table 1 and A–B in Fig. 2; see also Supplementary

Table 1). The inverse interaction contrast did not

A B

C D

Figure 3 Contrast estimates of a factorial model containing both experimental conditions of finger tapping and rest in both

treatment states without and with LDOPA medication for the LDOPA cohort of 32 patients with Parkinson’s disease. Contrast

estimates of the putamen showed a differential pattern of brain activity change after LDOPA treatment (ON versus OFF) during finger tapping

(TAP) and rest (REST). In particular, during REST periods, we found a significant activity decrease (see A and C on the left, see also B in Fig. 2).

In contrast to the differential pattern of brain activity in the left and right putamen, we did not observe any brain activity differences between the

OFF and ON states in the left or right motor cortex M1, neither in the TAP nor in the REST condition (see B and D on the right).
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Figure 4 Differential pattern of brain activity change with finger tapping during LDOPA treatment and deep brain stimulation

(DBS) in the LDOPA-DBS cohort of 18 patients with Parkinson’s disease. Using the subcohort of patients who underwent DBS, the

pairwise ON–OFF comparison revealed a brain activity increase with LDOPA treatment with finger tapping in the left and the right putamen (top

row, A, colour coded in red, P< 0.05 FWE corrected at the voxel level, see also Fig. 1 for the full cohort). In contrast, we did not observe any

significant brain activity change when comparing the ON and OFF states of DBS even when using the more liberal CDTapproach (top row, B,

see also Table 2 and Supplementary Table 2). The interaction model using a flexible factorial design with both factors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON

revealed a significant result in the left and right putamen showing a significant difference between the ON–OFF differences of LDOPA and DBS

(top row, A and B). The pairwise comparison between both ON states of LDOPA treatment and DBS revealed a significant brain activity

decrease with finger tapping when changing the treatment from LDOPA to DBS (bottom row, C). Comparing both OFF states between LDOPA

and DBS (the so-called microlesion effect), we did not find any significant brain activity differences in the left and right putamen but in the vicinity

of the anterior thalamus and the internal globus pallidus (bottom row, D). Note that the interaction C–D is exactly the same as A–B shown in

the top row.
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show significance, i.e. we did not observe any decrease

in putamen activity during TAP or any increase in pu-

tamen activity during REST with LDOPA treatment.

Finally, an F-contrast including all experimental condi-

tions related to the interaction between the factors

TAP/REST and OFF/ON yielded a differential pattern

of brain activity change in the left and right putamen

with dopaminergic treatment during finger tapping

and rest. Figure 3 shows the contrast estimates using

the local maxima of the TAP/REST–OFF/ON inter-

action. The putamen activity decrease in the OFF ver-

sus ON state during REST appeared much more

prominent than the increase during TAP, which is in

line with our other analyses, particularly with analysis

(1.1) using the TAP–REST contrast images. To under-

stand the TAP–REST increase in the ON state in

Fig. 1, REST bars shown in Fig. 3 would need to be

flipped because of the subtraction of REST in the con-

trast TAP–REST.
• (1.4) In the fourth analysis, employing the FIR model

instead of an HRF, we obtained a significant interaction

between TIME and OFF/ON in the left and right puta-

men. Contrast estimates for each basis function allowed

investigating the temporal dynamics of the fMRI signal

in the OFF and in the ON state of LDOPA medication

without prior assumptions about form and shape of the

HRF. Looking at contrast estimates for the left and

right putamen, we obtained different response patterns

in the two different medication states. Most interesting-

ly, we obtained an HRF-shaped response with the FIR

model that supports the usefulness of our HRF models.

In addition to the interaction analysis between the fac-

tors TIME and OFF/ON, the main effect of the LEFT/

RIGHT factor yielded a significant LEFT–RIGHT and

RIGHT–LEFT differences in the contralateral primary

motor cortex, i.e. in the right and the left primary

motor cortex, respectively. Note that we did not find

an LDOPA-related differential response in the motor

cortex. Here, we obtained the same response pattern of

brain activity in both medication states showing an in-

crease with finger tapping.

LDOPA-DBS cohort

The subgroup of 18 patients with additional DBS showed

a similar improvement in Parkinson’s disease symptoms

with both treatment approaches. After withdrawal of

dopaminergic treatment, patients showed Parkinson’s dis-

ease symptoms in the LDOPA-OFF session with a

UPDRS-III score of 31.7 6 8.8. One hour after the single

dose of 250/50 mg of LDOPA/carbidopa, all patients

improved in the LDOPA-ON session resulting in a

decreased UPDRS-III score (9.3 6 4.4; P< 10�9). After

implanting the electrodes, patients showed Parkinson’s

disease symptoms in the DBS-OFF session with a

UPDRS-III score of 23.0 6 6.0. The observed Parkinson’s

disease symptoms in DBS-OFF were significantly reduced

compared with LDOPA-OFF (the so-called microlesion ef-

fect, P< 0.0003). Finally, we obtained a significant

UPDRS-III decrease in the DBS-ON session (10.0 6 4.6)

Table 2 List of significant clusters of brain activity change with LDOPA treatment and DBS using the TAP–REST

contrast images of the LDOPA–DBS cohort of 18 patients with Parkinson’s diseasea

Cluster level Voxel level x y z

pFWE kE pFWE T Z

A: LDOPA: ON > OFF <0.001 627 <0.001 8.54 6.72 �28 �2 8

<0.001 584 <0.001 7.23 5.99 26 0 8

B: DBS: ON <> OFF n.s. n.s.

A–B 0.001 183 <0.001 6.30 5.85 �28 0 8

0.001 270 <0.001 5.33 5.05 26 4 6

C: ON: LDOPA > DBS 0.004 154 <0.001 5.70 5.00 �26 2 4

0.012 65 0.001 5.21 4.65 22 0 0

<0.001 522 <0.001 5.77 5.05 10 �2 20

D: OFF: LDOPA > DBS <0.001 597 <0.001 7.30 6.03 10 �4 8

C–D 0.001 183 <0.001 6.30 5.85 �28 0 8

0.001 270 <0.001 5.33 5.05 26 4 6

aThe upper part of the table (A, B) shows clusters of a pairwise comparison of the TAP–REST contrast images between the ON and OFF states of LDOPA treatment (A) and DBS

(B) in the subgroup of 18 patients with Parkinson’s disease of the LDOPA–DBS cohort. Here, we obtained a significant brain activity increase with LDOPA treatment in the putamen

(A, see A in Fig. 4, see also Fig. 1 and Table 1 for the full LDOPA cohort). In contrast to the LDOPA case, we did not find any significant differences between the TAP–REST contrast

images of the DBS-OFF and DBS-ON states (B, see also B in Fig. 4) even when using a more liberal cluster-defining threshold approach (see Supplementary Table 2). We obtained a

significant interaction between both factors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON within a flexible factorial design (A–B, see also A–B in Fig. 4). The lower part of the table (C, D) shows a dir-

ect comparison of the TAP–REST contrast images between both treatment approaches, LDOPA and DBS, in ON and OFF states separately (ON–ON and OFF–OFF). Comparing

both ON states of LDOPA and DBS, we obtained significant brain activity differences in the putamen (C, see also C in Fig. 4). The middle part of the table shows the pairwise com-

parison of the TAP–REST contrast images between the LDOPA-OFF and DBS-OFF states (the so-called microlesion effect) showing a subcortical region in the vicinity of the anter-

ior thalamus and the internal globus pallidus (D, see also D in Fig. 4). To investigate a pure effect of LDOPA–DBS treatment change, the microlesion effect (OFF–OFF) must be

subtracted from the treatment change (ON–ON) (C–D), which can be performed by the same interaction analysis between the factors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON already shown

in the upper part of the table (A–B). Height threshold P< 0.05 FWE corrected at the voxel level.

n.s. ¼ not significant.
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compared to both LDOPA-OFF (P< 10�7) and DBS-OFF

(P< 10�9).

Although LDOPA-ON and DBS-ON led to similar im-

provement in UPDRS-III scores, the analysis of the fMRI

data revealed different patterns of brain activity change

for LDOPA treatment and DBS. We observed a differen-

tial pattern of putamen activity with LDOPA, however,

not with DBS. Moreover, we found a significant differ-

ence between the LDOPA- and DBS-related putamen re-

sponse patterns that reflect different mechanisms of both

treatment approaches.

• (2.1) The comparison between LDOPA-ON and

LDOPA-OFF states yielded increased TAP–REST con-

trast under treatment in the left and right putamen

(see A in Table 2 and A in Fig. 4; see also

Supplementary Table 2). Thus, the main finding from

the entire LDOPA cohort (see O in Table 1 and

Fig. 1) was replicated with the LDOPA-DBS subgroup.

The comparison between the DBS-ON and DBS-OFF

states showed no significant differences, neither posi-

tive nor negative, even when using the CDT approach

(see B in Table 2 and B in Fig. 4; see Supplementary

Table 2).
• (2.2) To disentangle the LDOPA effects from the DBS

effects obtained in the analyses described in (2.1)

above, we investigated the interaction between the fac-

tors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON including all eight

TAP–REST contrast images for each subject within a

single model. Here, we found a significant interaction

between the factors LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON in

both left and right putamen (see A–B in Table 2 and

A–B in Fig. 4). No further interaction was observed in

other brain regions. The inverse interaction contrast

(activity decrease with LDOPA treatment) did not

yield significant results.
• (2.3) Although differences between the UPDRS-III

scores in the LDOPA-ON and DBS-ON sessions were

insignificant (P¼ 0.58), the fMRI data revealed signifi-

cant brain activity differences between both ON states.

Using the TAP–REST contrast images, we obtained a

significant decrease in the TAP–REST contrast with

the treatment switch (from LDOPA-ON to DBS-ON)

in the left and right putamen (see C in Table 2 and C

in Fig. 4; see also Supplementary Table 2). The oppos-

ite contrast of an increase in the TAP–REST difference

with the treatment switch did not reveal significant

results. Comparing the DBS-OFF and LDOPA-OFF

sessions, we found a significant improvement in

Parkinson’s disease symptoms, presumably due to

microlesion effects. Such decreased UPDRS-III values

were accompanied by a decrease in the TAP–REST

contrast. Using the same flexible factorial design but

including both OFF states instead of the ON states,

we observed significant activity decrease in various

subcortical regions in the vicinity of the anterior thal-

amus and the internal globus pallidus (see D in

Table 2, and D in Fig. 4). The inverse contrast of an

increase in the TAP–REST difference upon switching

from LDOPA-OFF to DBS-OFF did not reveal signifi-

cant results. Using the same analysis as in (2.2), we

found a significant interaction between the factors

LDOPA/DBS and OFF/ON in both left and right puta-

men (see C–D in Table 2 and C–D in Fig. 4), which

allows to separate treatment effects from microlesion

effects. The interaction was observed in the left and

right putamen but not in other subcortical regions

that is in line with both ON–ON and OFF–OFF

analyses.
• (2.4) Investigating only DBS using the DBS-ON and

the DBS-OFF session with the beta images from both

the TAP and the REST condition, we were looking

for a potential interaction between the factors OFF/

ON and TAP/REST. However, in contrast to our

findings with the LDOPA cohort, we did not find a

significant interaction between both factors (both

directions). Moreover, we did not find significant

OFF–ON differences, neither for the TAP nor for the

REST condition (Fig. 5). However, independent of

the OFF or ON state of DBS, we found a reversed

pattern of putamen and motor cortex activity. As

expected, activity increased with tapping in the pri-

mary motor cortex but decreased in left and right

putamen (Fig. 5). Note that a similar decrease in the

putamen was observed for LDOPA-OFF (see Fig. 3,

left column, bars in red colour) but not for LDOPA-

ON.
• (2.5) The final analysis was performed using all beta

images of the TAP and the REST condition for all ses-

sions LDOPA-OFF, LDOPA-ON, DBS-OFF and DBS-

ON. The comparison between LDOPA-OFF and

LDOPA-ON revealed a significant interaction between

the factors OFF/ON and TAP/REST that is a replica-

tion of the result of analysis (1.3) for the subgroup of

18 patients with Parkinson’s disease of the LDOPA-

DBS cohort. There was no significant interaction be-

tween the factors DBS-OFF/DBS-ON and TAP/REST;

however, similar to analysis (2.4), we found significant

brain activity decrease with finger tapping in the left

and right putamen. The analysis including all three

factors LDOPA/DBS, OFF/ON and TAP/REST did not

reveal a significant interaction; however, using a

merged contrast containing the interaction between

LDOPA-OFF/LDOPA-ON and TAP/REST, and REST

> TAP for both DBS-OFF and DBS-ON, we obtained

significant clusters in the left and right putamen

(Table 3; see also Supplementary Table 3).

Discussion
Using fMRI, we investigated brain connectivity alterations

in patients with Parkinson’s disease related to acute treat-

ment effects. Overall, we showed that, during finger
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tapping, LDOPA specifically modulates activity in the

basal ganglia but not in the motor cortex. We validated

the robustness of our findings in two independent analy-

ses and assessed their specificity for LDOPA through the

comparison against DBS. To the best of our knowledge,

our fMRI study is the first to present the comparison be-

tween therapeutic effects of LDOPA and DBS on brain

motor activity.

A B

C D

Figure 5 Contrast estimates of a factorial model containing both experimental conditions of finger tapping and rest in

both treatment states without and with DBS within the subgroup of 18 patients with Parkinson’s disease. In contrast to a

differential pattern of brain activity change with LDOPA treatment (see Fig. 3), we did not find any significant brain activity differences with

DBS (ON versus OFF), neither for finger tapping (TAP) nor for the rest (REST) condition. Independent of the ON or OFF state of DBS, we

found a reversed pattern of brain activity in the putamen (see A and C on the left) and in the primary motor cortex M1 (see B and D on

the right).

Table 3 List of significant clusters obtained by a three-factorial model containing (i) both experimental conditions

of finger tapping and rest (TAP/REST), (ii) both treatment approaches with LDOPA and DBS (LDOPA/DBS), and

(iii) both treatment states (OFF/ON), for the LDOPA–DBS cohort of 18 patients with Parkinson’s diseasea

Cluster level Voxel level x y z

pFWE kE pFWE T Z

0.001 195 <0.001 5.52 5.36 �28 �2 8

<0.001 461 <0.001 6.54 6.29 28 0 8

aThe table shows the result of a three-factorial model containing the factors ‘condition’ (TAP/REST), ‘treatment approach’ (LDOPA/DBS), and ‘treatment state’ (OFF/ON) using a

merged contrast containing the interaction between LDOPA-OFF/LDOPA-ON and TAP/REST, and REST > TAP for both DBS-OFF and DBS-ON. Two significant clusters were

found in the left and right putamen. Height threshold P< 0.05 FWE corrected at the voxel level.
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Brain activity changes with LDOPA
during finger tapping

Concerning the LDOPA effects, the motor cortex in both

LDOPA-ON and LDOPA-OFF conditions showed an ac-

tivity pattern related to finger tapping consistent with the

previous literature (Witt et al., 2008; Gountouna et al.,

2010) and expectations from basic brain physiology

(Kandel et al., 2000). The REST condition was character-

ized by a low cortical activity, while tapping execution

was associated with significant activity increases in the

contralateral primary motor cortex and, in particular, in

the hand areas. On the contrary, during the LDOPA-OFF

state, the basal ganglia, and more specifically the bilateral

putamen, showed an elevated activity during REST condi-

tion and a lower activity during the TAP execution. The

LDOPA-ON state reverted this activity pattern in the pu-

tamen, so that REST and TAP were associated, respect-

ively, with lower and higher activities, thus resembling

the pattern observed in cortical motor regions. Of note,

we found a significant interaction in the putamen be-

tween LDOPA medication (OFF/ON) and task (TAP/

REST). We propose that the increased activity in the pu-

tamen during REST in the LDOPA-OFF state might have

a pathological meaning, reflecting the derangement of the

basal ganglia network in Parkinson’s disease as shown

with electrophysiological recordings (Galvan and

Wichmann, 2008; Galvan et al., 2015). For example,

Singh et al. (2016) reported with in vivo electrophysi-

ology increased firing rates in striatal projections neurons

(both from putamen and, to a lower extent, caudate nu-

cleus) in patients with Parkinson’s disease. Nevertheless, a

conclusive statement concerning the aberrant nature of

the increased putaminal activity in LDOPA-OFF would

require the comparison with a group of healthy controls,

which was not available for the present study. Here, the

previous literature on finger tapping in healthy subjects

might provide valuable information to clarify this point.

Several studies, recently summarized in a quantitative

meta-analysis, reported the brain functional correlates of

finger tapping (Witt et al., 2008). Gountouna et al.

(2010) assessed their consistency across centres and the

robustness against confounds such as scanner variability.

Specifically, the TAP–REST comparison has been mostly

associated with activations focused in the primary motor,

premotor and supplementary motor areas, and also in

the basal ganglia, thalamus and cerebellum. This means

that the activation in the putamen in normal controls is

higher in the TAP condition as compared with the REST

condition. We observed this same pattern (TAP > REST)

in patients with Parkinson’s disease for the LDOPA-ON

state, but not for the LDOPA-OFF state, thus supporting

the idea that the LDOPA-OFF state represents a differ-

ence from a normal healthy cohort. Moreover, patients

with Parkinson’s disease in our study showed reduced

activations in the putamen during the TAP condition that

was reversed by the LDOPA intake. A similar activity

pattern in the putamen has been previously reported by

Holiga et al. (2012; 2013) comparing LDOPA-OFF and

LDOPA-ON in a subset of our cohort, and also in a

meta-analysis of fMRI studies including 283 patients with

Parkinson’s disease compared with healthy controls (Herz

et al., 2014). The meta-analysis showed consistent reduc-

tions in the activity of the posterior putamen comparing

LDOPA-OFF patients with Parkinson’s disease and con-

trols during the execution of movement. Interestingly,

consistent with our observations, this deficit was attenu-

ated by LDOPA medication. This finding supports the

idea that neural activity in striatal regions is impaired

due to the lack of nigro-striatal dopaminergic input in

Parkinson’s disease. Finally, at difference with our find-

ings, previous investigations reported that the basal gan-

glia hypoactivity also associates with presumably

compensatory hyperactivity in cortical and cerebellar

regions in Parkinson’s disease (Thobois et al., 2000; Yu

et al., 2007). However, Haslinger et al. (2001) reported

that only cerebellar hyperactivity has a compensatory

meaning, while motor cortex hyperactivity relates to spe-

cific motor symptoms (i.e. upper limb rigidity).

As aforementioned, we report here the interaction be-

tween finger-tapping task and LDOPA medication in

both the LDOPA cohort and the LDOPA-DBS cohort,

thus providing an internal validation of our results.

However, for external validation, our results need to be

replicated with different cohorts of patients with

Parkinson’s disease. Note that validation is of particular

importance as recent studies pointed at poor reproducibil-

ity as one of the major pitfalls of neuroimaging studies

(Pernet and Poline, 2015). We further suggest using a

particularly stringent correction for multiple comparisons

(P< 0.05 family-wise error at the voxel level), thus mini-

mizing the likelihood of false positives (Nichols and

Hayasaka, 2003; Eklund et al., 2016).

Differences between LDOPA and
DBS

The comparison between LDOPA and DBS revealed that

the modulation of basal ganglia activity during finger

tapping is specific for LDOPA, and it is not a general

feature of treatment effects in Parkinson’s disease. Indeed,

we found an interaction between LDOPA/DBS and OFF/

ON factors in the bilateral putamen. This finding is in

line with previous knowledge concerning the therapeutic

activity of LDOPA and DBS. The former aims at restor-

ing the impaired dopaminergic transmission in the nigro-

striatal system (Connolly and Lang, 2014; LeWitt and

Fahn, 2016), while the latter specifically interferes with

the electrical signalling of the hyperactive subthalamic nu-

clei (Benabid et al., 2009). More specifically, in ON

treatment conditions, the activity associated with finger

tapping was higher in the bilateral putamen with LDOPA

than with DBS (i.e. LDOPA-ON > DBS-ON). Note that

the DBS-ON condition comprises both the effect of active
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DBS itself and the mircolesion effect due to the electrode

placement during the surgery that is known to modulate

brain network organization and activity (Singh et al.,

2012; Holiga et al., 2015). In the OFF condition, instead,

we found an increased activity in various brain regions in

the LDOPA-OFF state as compared with the DBS-OFF

state (i.e. as compared with the microlesion effect alone,

LDOPA-OFF > DBS-OFF). This finding might be a result

of the microlesion effect that attenuates the basal ganglia

hyperactivity during motor execution (Jech et al., 2012).

However, we were not able to show a specific differ-

ence between DBS-ON and DBS-OFF during finger tap-

ping, even using the more liberal CDT approach with the

correction for multiple comparisons. The relatively small

sample size of the LDOPA-DBS cohort might be a factor

that limits our ability to capture subtle changes due to

DBS. In addition, we recognize at least three more rea-

sons that might explain this negative finding. First, our

analysis was focused on the core motor regions, including

the motor and premotor cortex, basal ganglia and thal-

amus, but excluding several other areas whose activity

might be modulated by the treatment. Indeed, previous

fMRI studies during both motor activity and rest showed

that the dopaminergic system has a broad influence on

the brain, encompassing both motor and non-motor

regions (Postuma and Dagher, 2006; Wu et al., 2012;

Ballarini et al., 2018). For example, a previous resting-

state fMRI study from our group showed that DBS, as

compared with LDOPA, is associated with increases in

functional interconnectedness of the motor cortical

regions that are in turn more connected to the thalamus

and the cerebellum (Mueller et al., 2018). Second, the

presence of electrodes in the brain after DBS surgery

requires that implantation foci and neighbouring regions

are masked out from the analysis. This hinders the detec-

tion of treatment-related activity changes in deep brain

regions in the proximity of the electrodes. It has been in-

deed proposed that DBS, through the electrical stimula-

tion of the subthalamic nuclei, influences cortical activity

either through reducing activity in the indirect pathway

(Bergman et al., 1990) or directly via the hyperdirect

pathway (Nambu et al., 2002; Akram et al., 2017) of the

basal ganglia. Third, the still present microlesion effect in

the DBS-OFF state modifies brain activity related to fin-

ger tapping compared to the LDOPA-OFF state. This ef-

fect is known to be transitory and might hide from our

analysis the ‘true’, long-term effect of DBS-ON (Jech

et al., 2012).

Limitations and Strengths

A first limitation of our study is the lack of a healthy

control cohort that could provide additional information

regarding the specificity of our finding for Parkinson’s

disease. However, the implemented study design provided

an unprecedented framework to investigate the core ques-

tion of our research, namely the differential effects of

LDOPA and DBS within patients with Parkinson’s dis-

ease. Indeed, since patients with Parkinson’s disease did

not receive LDOPA during the DBS part of the study,

the pre-surgery LDOPA sessions can be used as a base-

line for the post-surgery DBS one and vice versa. Of

note, the distance between LDOPA and DBS sessions was

on average about 2 weeks, thus minimizing the impact of

long-term disease-related changes. A second limitation of

our study is the fixed order (OFF before ON) of clinical

and fMRI assessments in the LDOPA condition. As the

study was performed in a clinical setting typical for con-

ventional LDOPA test, this experimental design was ne-

cessary to document responsiveness of dominant clinical

symptoms to dopaminergic treatment routinely required

before DBS implantation procedure. On the other hand,

DBS-ON and DBS-OFF conditions were randomized, thus

mitigating in the interaction analyses the fault of the

fixed LDOPA order.

As an additional cautionary note for the interpretation of

our results, one has to consider that fMRI sessions with

DBS were run 1–3 days after surgery. Therefore, our find-

ings likely reflect short-term effects of DBS and we cannot

exclude that further brain functional changes would come

into play in a later—chronic—DBS stage. In addition, due

to the randomized order of the DBS conditions DBS-ON

and DBS-OFF, we were able to take the microlesion effect

into account (Jech et al., 2012). Finally, despite most of

the current fMRI research is acquiring MRI data at 3 T or

even stronger magnetic field strength, we performed our

measurements on a 1.5 T device. This choice was imposed

by safety concerns regarding the application of higher mag-

netic fields in patients with DBS and by recommendations

of manufacturers producing implantable DBS devices

(Tagliati et al., 2009).

Conclusions
Our investigation provides an in-depth perspective on the

effects of LDOPA therapy for Parkinson’s disease on ac-

tivity in the basal ganglia during finger movement execu-

tion. We showed a strong interaction between LDOPA

effects and finger tapping in the bilateral putamen, but

not in the motor cortex. The LDOPA-OFF state was

associated with an abnormal pattern of activity in the pu-

tamen, where the activity during REST exceeded that

during TAP. The medication (LDOPA-ON) normalized

this pattern, so that the activity in the putamen during

the TAP phase was larger than in the REST one, as

reported for healthy controls (Witt et al., 2008;

Gountouna et al., 2010). Moreover, the within-group

comparison with DBS treatment highlighted the specificity

of our findings for the LDOPA medication. Here, we

found a significant interaction between LDOPA/DBS and

OFF/ON in the bilateral putamen, showing that LDOPA

medication, but not DBS, has a modulatory effect on

basal ganglia activity.
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